
(in a small way)

FOAMed!
free open access medical education!

!

!

take lifelong learning 

by storm





NOACs



lifelong learning!
!

use of social media!
!

metacognition



guns don’t kill - bulletpoints do



half of what we learn!
is just plain wrong
information overload!
drinking from firehose

FOAMed & SoMe!
professional development



half of what we!
learn is wrong#1





Five yrs ago - read textbooks
Two yrs ago - read journals
Now - attend conferences
In the future - use FOAMed
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Free!
Open!
Access!
Medical Education



mikecadogan 
ICEM2012

EM / CC



talks &!
slide sets

image!
collections



availablity



quality content online

!





offline!
asynchronous!
education



podcast!
digests!
anytime





see one!
do one!
teach one



free!
accessible!

relevant



spaced!
repetition



repetition via multiple sources



traditional classroom



flipped classroom



educational!
subversion



websites podcasts vodcasts

peer-reviewed journals!
traditional textbooks!
didactic teaching



knowledge!
translation



corridor conversations



NODESAT



Apnoeic!
Diffusion!
Oxygenation

nasal cannulae!
during RSI





you should always use 
adrenaline is effective in 
needle decompression
antivenom shoud be used for 
every trauma patient
CXR is better than 
you should never give 

EGDT 
there is no role for 
every 

DOGMAlysis



you should always use cricoid pressure during RSI!
adrenaline is effective in cardiac arrest!
needle decompression in 5th ICS MCL for tPTX!
antivenom shoud be used for red back spider bite!
every trauma patient needs a cervical collar!
CXR is better than ultrasound for pneumothorax evaluation!
you should never give ketamine in head injury!

EGDT is best care for sepsis!
there is no role for CPR in patients with LVAD!
every patient with chest pain needs oxygen



what about!

quality?





What a
bout peer re

view?



Richard Smith, on 25 years as editor of the BMJ

the present system of peer review is badly broken….most of 
those in the discussion would favor moving to a system of 

"publish and let the world decide"



cooling	

conundrum



Nov 17th!

2013

emcrit.org resus.me StEmlynsblog.org

SkepticsGuidetoEM - KIDocs.org - amboFOAM - intensivecarenetwork etc etc  



Distribution open access articles

Dissemination 

Discussion 

Analysis 



Distribution 

Dissemination twitter, blogs, podcasts

Discussion 

Analysis 



Distribution 

Dissemination 

Discussion FOAMed SoMe platforms

Analysis 



Distribution 

Dissemination 

Discussion 

Analysis academic review & commentary



interaction leads to acceleration



ever increasing number of FOAMed resources



how to manage!
information overload#2





drowning!
in FOAMed





googleFOAM.com

content creation collation curation



listen to podcasts	

download via iTunes

read useful content	

RSS blog feeds

talk to respected thinkers	

follow on Twitter
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listen to podcasts	

download via iTunes

read useful content	

RSS blog feeds

talk to clinicians worldwide	

follow on Twitter



Become a 	

Belieber!



Signpost Information



#twitJC#uroJC



tacit knowledge 

sharing





follow individuals & organisations

start small









#smacc2013	

#smaccGOLD	

#smaccUS



#smaccGOLD
LeCong - Leeuwenburg - Greenland - Weingart - Levitan - Reid



lifelong!
learning

#3



FOAMed!

≠!
SoMe



pedagogy!
lead the child

andragogy!
lead the adult

heutagogy!
learner self direction

textbooks, didactic lectures!
FORMAL STRUCTURE

journal clubs, review papers!
FORMAL STRUCTURE

“knowing how to learn”!
FORMAL & INFORMAL!

all the above PLUS more



science of uncertainty & art of probability



half of what we learn!
is just plain wrong
information overload!
drinking from firehose

FOAMed & SoMe!
professional development



face your!

fear



Geeks!
!

2.5%

Visionaries!
!

13.5%

Pragmatists!
!

34%

Doctors!
!

16%

Innovation Adoption Lifecycle Model

Physicians!
!

<0.1%

Conservatives!
!

34%



broaden the!
classroom



greater!
the ignorance!

greater!
the dogmatism





#FOAMed

“…and to teach them this art  
— if they desire to learn it —  
WITHOUT fee and covenant” 





red!
pill

blue!
pill



Tim Leeuwenburg!
@KangarooBeach!
KIdocs.org!
ruraldoctors.net

http://KIdocs.org
http://ruraldoctors.net


#FOAMed



THANKS TO	

!

Chris Nickson - for the Stormtrooper Meme 
Joe Lex - for the concept of heutagogy 

My numerous FOAMed mentors, helping me to deliver 
“quality care, out there”





System I System II

Reason? 
Probability?	


WTF?

Captain Kirk 
is in charge?	


That’s illogical



!
License

Image credit: zipckr

INFORMATION 
OVERLOAD





seek!
mentors



smacc.net.au

Google FOAMed

EMcrit.org

resus.me

lifeinthefastlane.com

http://smacc.net.au
http://EMcrit.org
http://resus.me
http://resus.me


now in a disciplinary meeting!

dressed as a bat

dress for the job you want!
not the job you have



cricoid - friend or foe?





Joe Lex

If you want to know how!
we practice medicine :

5 years ago - read a textbook

2 years ago - read a journal

now - go to a conference
in the future - use FOAMed



role of 
adrenaline
needle 

thrombolysis
use of 
ultrasound
cervical collars in 
pneumothorax
ketamine in 
EGDT
role of 
oxygen

DOGMA!
lysis



role of cricoid pressure in RSI!
adrenaline in cardiac arrest!
needle vs tube vs finger thoracostomy!

thrombolysis for stroke!
use of red back anti-venom!
ultrasound for central venous access!
cervical collars in trauma!
pneumothorax evaluation with USS!
ketamine in head injury!
EGDT in sepsis!
role of CPR with LVAD!
oxygen for chest pain!

DOGMA!
lysis





interact & educate



2013 - Medline added 734,052 new citations 
Assuming 1% relevant to practice 

If read TWO articles per night….still 10+ years behind





content aggregation!
via RSS feed













knowledge translation

















podcast!
digests!
anytime

College of EM


